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cloned its Windows Phone platform and hid the code in the hacked
Android operating system CyanogenMod. How did it all happen? Due
to reverse-engineering the Android operating system to create a better
experience for users, the hacker community CyanogenMod has cloned
Microsoft's Windows Phone platform and is gradually improving it,
said Alex Kras of Windows Phone Central in an article released this
week. As a consequence of this, Microsoft is starting to closely guard
its proprietary platform now that a competitor is working on improving
it, explained the article. At the same time, it can be seen that the idea
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of launching an OS developer in the US has been discussed by
Microsoft, which wants to give Windows Phone users another app
choice, the authors of the article suggested. "New features on WP8 are
added directly on the Windows Phone Store. That's the philosophy
behind the platform, and while we've seen a number of OEMs take
steps to add some changes to their device (as we do for the PC), it's
rare that the core functionality is actually replaced," the authors said.
According to them, "a third-party [replacement] OS that developers
build on gives users the choice to enjoy alternative experiences. Recent
work on the platform has taken aim at providing this kind of choice."
For now, Microsoft has no plans to introduce its own OS, although the
OS developer has launched the first CyanogenMod 10,0 developer
edition with new features. So, is it true Microsoft cloned Windows
Phone? Microsoft did not make any official comment about the issue.
The company has dedicated a small section of its Developer Center for
a CyanogenMod 10.0 release. This article will be updated if and when
Microsoft responds to the issue.Q: how can I use the opencart
following code in django template? When I try to use the following
code in my django template it always show the URL like this: Even
though I try to use the query string in this following code, {{
product.name }} because it always redirects to the /en/ with my django
project.
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